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Abstra t
We o-evolve the morphology and ontroller
of arti ial reatures using two integrated
generative pro esses. L-systems are used as
the ommon generative en oding for both
body and brain. Combining the languages
of both into a single L-system allows for linkage between the genotype of the ontroller
and the parts of the morphology that it ontrols. Creatures evolved by this system are
more omplex than previous work, having an
order of magnitude more parts and a higher
degree of regularity.

1 INTRODUCTION
As omputers be ome more powerful the ri hness of
virtual worlds is limited only by what an be designed to inhabit them. How an we onstru t beautiful and omplex designs, obje ts and reatures for
them? 3D virtual reatures have been evolved in simulation [Komosinski & Rotaru-Varga, 2000℄, and simple robots have been evolved for automati manufa ture [Lipson & Polla k, 2000℄. Both of these works
have used a dire t en oding for the reature morphology and ontroller. In this we return to the spirit of
[Sims, 1994℄, in whi h a graph stru ture was the generative en oding evolved for reating both the body
and brain of virtual reatures.
Previously we showed that an evolutionary algorithm
(EA) using a Lindenmayer system (L-system) as a generative en oding outperformed an EA using a nongenerative en oding on an automated design problem [Hornby & Polla k, 2001℄. We then used this system to evolve omplex morphologies for 2D robots
with motorized joints, ea h ontrolled by an os illator [Hornby et al., 2001℄. Here we des ribe extensions
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of this work to 3D reatures and to the integration
of neural networks as ontrollers. Advantages of neural networks are that they an generate more omplex
lo omotion patterns than un onne ted os illators and
allow for later progression to the evolution of morphologies with sensors and rea tive ontrollers. Integrating the ommands for morphology and ontroller
in the genotype reates a linkage between them, like
the en oding of [Sims, 1994℄, and should redu e disruption under re ombination.
L-systems have been used previously for the development of arti ial neural networks. In [Kitano, 1990℄
an L-system on matri es was used to generate the
onne tivity matrix of a network. This method does
not naturally extend to the o-evolution of morphology along with the neural ontroller. More ompatible
with our original system of produ ing a string of build
ommands is the te hnique of [Boers & Kuiper, 1992℄.
Here groupings of symbols inside bra kets are used to
spe ify onne tivity of the network. Drawba ks to
this system are that a symbol is used for ea h neuron, whi h limits its ability to s ale to large networks.
Our system reates networks in a method similar to
that of ellular en oding [Gruau, 1994℄, with operators a ting on links instead of on the nodes, as in
[Luke & Spe tor, 1996℄.
Using this system we evolve both the neural ontrollers and morphologies of reatures for lo omotion.
Whereas the generative en oding of [Sims, 1994℄ allows
for repetition of segments, it did not produ e hierarhies of regularity. Our generative en oding system is a
more powerful language with loops, sub-pro edure-like
elements, parameters and onditionals and a hieves
an order of magnitude more parts than the previous work of [Komosinski & Rotaru-Varga, 2000℄,
[Lipson & Polla k, 2000℄ and [Sims, 1994℄.
In the following se tions we rst outline the design
spa e and des ribe the omponents of our generative

design system, then we present our results and nally
lose with a dis ussion and on lusion of our work.

2 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
In these experiments we evolve a generative genotype
that spe i es how to onstru t both the morphology
and ontroller of a lo omoting reature. A Lindenmayer system (L-system) is used as the generative
spe i ation system for both body and brain and is
optimized by an evolutionary algorithm (EA). The system onsists of the network and morphology onstru tor, the L-system parser, the evolutionary algorithm
and the physi s and network simulator.
2.1

MORPHOLOGY CONSTRUCTOR

The morphology onstru tor and simulator is a 3D
extension of the 2D work in [Hornby et al., 2001℄.
The morphology onstru tor builds a model from a
string of build ommands to a LOGO-style turtle
[Abelson & deSessa, 1982℄ using a ommand language
similar to that of L-system languages for reating
plants [Prusinkiewi z & Lindenmayer, 1990℄. As the
turtle moves, bars are reated and these be ome the
morphology of the reature. The ommands instru t
the turtle to move forward or ba kward and to hange
orientation, and there are ommands for reating a tuated joints.

The ommands for this language are: `[' `℄',
store/retrieve the urrent state ( onsisting of the urrent lo ation and orientation) to and from a sta k; f
blo k g(n), repeat the en losed blo k of build
ommands n times; forward, moves the turtle forward in
the urrent dire tion, reating a bar if none exists or
traversing to the end of the existing bar; ba kward,
goes ba k up the parent of the urrent bar; revolute-1,
forward, end with a joint with range 0Æ to 90Æ about
the urrent Z-axis; revolute-2, forward, end with a joint
with range 45Æ to 45Æ about the urrent Z-axis; twist90, forward, end with a joint with range 0Æ to 90Æ
about the urrent X-axis; twist-180, forward, end with
a joint with range 90Æ to 90Æ about the urrent Xaxis; up(n), rotate heading n  90Æ about the turtle's Z
axis; down(n), rotate heading n  90Æ about the turtle's Z axis; left(n), rotate heading n  90Æ about the
turtle's Y axis; right(n), rotate heading n  90Æ about
the turtle's Y axis; lo kwise(n), rotate heading n  90Æ
about the turtle's X axis; and ounter- lo kwise(n), rotate heading n  90Æ about the turtle's X axis.
When evolving os illating motors, and not neural ontrollers, the os illation fun tion of a joint is spe ied as in [Hornby et al., 2001℄ by adding a parameter to revolute-1, revolute-2, twist-90, and twist-180
to spe ify the rate of os illation and by adding the
following two ommands to ontrol the phase o :
in rease-o set(n), in rease phase o set by n  25% and
de rease-o set(n), de rease phase o set by n  25%.
An example of a reature onstru ted using this language is shown in gure 1. The single bar in gure 1.a
is built from the string, [ left(1) forward(1) ℄, and the
two bar stru ture in gure 1.b is built from, [ left(1)
forward(1) ℄ [ right(1) forward(1) ℄. The nal reature is made from the ommand sequen e, [ left(1)

forward(1) ℄ [ right(1) forward(1) ℄ revolute-1(1) forward(1), and is shown in gure 1. . Figure 1.d displays

the reature with the a tuated joint moved half-way
through its joint range.
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Figure 1: Building And Simulating A 3D Creature

NETWORK CONSTRUCTOR

The method for onstru ting the neural ontrollers for
the arti ial reatures is similar to that of ellular enoding [Gruau, 1994℄, with two main di eren es. The
rst di eren e between this work and that of ellular
en oding is that strings of build ommands are used
instead of trees of build ommands, although the push
and pop operators (des ribed later) add a bran hing
ability to the strings. The other di eren e is that build
ommands operate on the links onne ting the nodes
as with edge en oding [Luke & Spe tor, 1996℄ instead
of on the nodes of the network. Advantages of edge

en oding are that at most one link is reated with a
build ommand so ea h build ommand an spe ify
the weight to atta h to that link and, unlike ellular
en oding, sub-sequen es of build ommands will onstru t the same sub-network independent of where in
the build-tree they are lo ated.
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Commands for onstru ting the network operate on
links between neurons and use the most re ently reated link as the urrent one. Push and pop operators,
`[' and `℄', are used to store and retrieve the urrent
link { onsisting of the from-neuron, the to-neuron and
index of the link into the to-neuron (for when there
are multiple links between neurons) { to and from the
sta k. This sta k of edges allows a form of bran hing to o ur in an en oding { an edge an be pushed
onto the sta k followed by a sequen e of ommands
and then a pop ommand makes the original edge the
urrent edge again. For the following list of ommands
the urrent link onne ts from neuron A to neuron B .







merge(n) { Merges neuron A into neuron B by
opying all inputs of A as inputs to B and repla ing all o urren es of neuron A as an input with
neuron B . The urrent link then be omes the nth
input into neuron B .
next(n) { Changes the from-neuron in the urrent
link to its nth sibling.



output(n) { Creates an output-neuron, with a
linear transfer fun tion, from the urrent fromneuron with weight n. The urrent-link ontinues
to be from neuron A to neuron B .
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parent(n) { Changes the from-neuron in the urrent link to the nth input-neuron of the urrent
from-neuron. Often there will not be an a tual
link between the new from-neuron and to-neuron,
in whi h ase a virtual link of weight 0 is used.
reverse { Deletes the urrent link and repla es it
with a link from B to A with the same weight as
the original.
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in rease-weight(n) { Add n to the weight of the
urrent link. If the urrent link is a virtual link,
it reates it with weight n.
B

a.

0.25

dupli ate(n) { Creates a new link from neuron A
to neuron B with weight n.

loop(n) { Creates a new link from neuron
itself with weight n.

b

0.25

de rease-weight(n) { Subtra ts n from the weight
of the urrent link. If the urrent link is a virtual
link, it reates it with weight n.
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Figure 2: Constru ting A Network



set-fun tion(n) { Changes the transfer fun tion of
the to-neuron in the urrent link, B , with: 0, for
sigmoid; 1, linear; and 2, for os illator.



split(n) { Creates a new neuron, C , with a sigmoid
transfer fun tion, and moves the urrent link from
A to C and
reates a new link onne ting from
neuron C to neuron B with weight n.

The sequen e of networks in gure 2 are intermediate networks in parsing, split(0.8) dupli ate(3) reverse

split(0.8) dupli ate(2) reverse loop(1) split(0.6) dupli ate(0.4) split(0.6) dupli ate(0.4) reverse parent(1)
merge(1). Networks start with a single neuron, a,
with an os illator fun tion, whi h has a single link,

of weight 0.25, feeding to itself, gure 2.a. The sequen e of intermediate networks after: split(0.8), is b;
dupli ate(3), is ; reverse, is d; split(0.8) dupli ate(2)
reverse, is e; loop(1), is f ; split(0.6) dupli ate(0.4)
split(0.6) dupli ate(0.4) (whi h results in the urrent
link being a virtual link from neurons b to e), is g ; and
after merge(1), the nal network is shown in h.
Neurons in the network are initialized to an output value of 0.0 and are updated sequentially by applying a transfer fun tion to the weighted sum of
their inputs with their outputs lipped to the range
1. The di erent transfer fun tions are: a sigmoid, using tanh(sum of inputs); linear; and an
os illator. The os illator maintains a state value,
whi h it in reases by 0.01 ea h update. Its output
is its state value plus the weighted sum of its inputs mapped to a triangle-wave fun tion with period 4 and a minimum of -1 and maximum of 1.
Use of an os illator in reases the bias towards networks whose outputs y le over the sigmoid-only
networks used in [Komosinski & Rotaru-Varga, 2000,
Lipson & Polla k, 2000℄ but is a more simple model
than that of [Sims, 1994℄ whi h had a variety of transfer fun tions and os illating neurons.
2.3

COMBINING BODY AND BRAIN

To simultaneously reate a reature's neural ontroller
and morphology, the languages for onstru ting a neural network and for onstru ting a body are ombined. When pro essing the ommand string, a neuralonstru tion ommand a e ts the onstru tion of the
neural ontroller and a morphology- onstru tion ommand a e ts the onstru tion of the body, with a few
modi ations. Push and pop operators, `[' and `℄' are
used to store and retrieve the urrent onstru tion
state, whi h now onsists of the urrent link and the
urrent lo ation and orientation on the body. To give
the neural ontroller ontrol of the body, ea h time
a joint ommand (revolute-1, revolute-2, twist-90 or
twist-180 ) is exe uted, the neural- ommand output(1)
is also alled. This output neuron then ontrols the
joint angle of the a tuated joint.

On e a string of build ommands has been exe uted
and the resulting reature is onstru ted, its behavior is evaluated in a quasi-stati kinemati s simulator,
similar to that used by [Lipson & Polla k, 2000℄. First
the neural network is updated to determine the desired
angles of ea h a tuated joint. Then the kinemati s are
simulated by omputing su essive frames of moving
joints in small angular in rements of at most 0:06Æ .
After ea h update the stru ture is then settled by determining whether or not the reature's enter of mass
falls outside its footprint and then repeatedly rotating
the entire stru ture about the edge of the footprint
nearest the enter of mass until it is stable.
2.4

PARAMETRIC L-SYSTEMS

The strings of build ommands are generated by a
ontext-free, parametri Lindenmayer-system (P0Lsystem). L-systems are a grammati al rewriting system introdu ed to model the biologi al development
of multi ellular organisms [Lindenmayer, 1968℄. Rules
are applied in parallel to all hara ters in the string
just as ell divisions happen in parallel in multi ellular organisms. For example, the L-system,
a
b

:
:

!
!

a b
b a

if started with the symbol a, produ es the following
strings,
a
ab
abba
abbabaab

A parametri L-system [Lindenmayer, 1974℄ is a lass
of L-systems in whi h produ tion rules have parameters and algebrai expressions an be applied when
parameter values to su essors. Parameter values an
also be used in determining whi h produ tion rule to
apply. For example, the P0L-system,
( ):
( ):
b(n) :
b(n) :

a n

a n

(n > 1)
(n  1)
(n > 2)
(n  2)

!
!
!
!

(
1) b(n)
(0)
b(n=2) a(n
1)
b(0)

a n
a

When started with a(4), the P0L-system produ es the
following sequen e of strings,
a(4)
(3)b(4)
a(2)b(3)b(2)a(3)
a(1)b(2)b(1:5)a(2)b(0)a(2)b(3)
a(0)b(0)b(0)a(1)b(2)b(0)a(1)b(2)b(1:5)a(2)
a(0)b(0)b(0)a(0)b(0)b(0)a(0)b(0)b(0)a(1)b(2)
a(0)b(0)b(0)a(0)b(0)b(0)a(0)b(0)b(0)a(0)b(0)
a

Advantages of a parametri L-system are a P0Lsystem an produ e a family of stru tures, with the
spe i stru ture reated being determined by the
starting parameters. Similarly, parameters an be
used so that repeating patterns of onne tions will
have di erent weights. An example of a P0L-system
for a network is,
0(n0) :
0 > 1:0 !
n0 > 0:0 !

P

1(n0) :
0 > 1:0 !
n0 > 0:0 !

split

P

P

n

1(n0) P 0(n0 1)
(1) P 1(1) parent(1) merge(1)

loop

(0:8) dupli ate(n0) reverse
fsplit(0:6) dupli ate(0:4)g(2) reverse

This L-system onsists of two produ tions, ea h ontaining two ondition-su essor pairs and when started
with P0(3) produ es the sequen e of four strings: a,
P1(3) P0(2); b, split(0.8) dupli ate(3) reverse P1(2)
P0(1); , split(0.8) dupli ate(3) reverse split(0.8) dupli ate(2) reverse loop(1) P1(1) parent(1) merge(1);
and d, split(0.8) dupli ate(3) reverse split(0.8) dupli-

ate(2) reverse loop(1) fsplit(0.6) dupli ate(0.4)g reverse parent(1) merge(1). This last is interpreted as:
split(0.8) dupli ate(3) reverse split(0.8) dupli ate(2)
reverse loop(1) split(0.6) dupli ate(0.4) split(0.6) dupli ate(0.4) reverse parent(1) merge(1), and the network that it onstru ts is shown in gure 2.h.

2.5

In this se tion we present results in evolving 3D lo omoting reatures using both os illating joints as ontrollers and using neural networks as ontrollers. To
evolve reatures that lo omote we set their tness to
be a fun tion of the distan e moved by the reature's
enter of mass less the distan e ground points were
dragged along the ground { this penalty en ourages
reatures to evolve stepping or rolling motions over
sliding motions.
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Figure 3: Generative vs. Non-generative En odings

EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM

The evolutionary algorithm used to evolve L-systems
is the same as [Hornby & Polla k, 2001℄. The initial
population of L-systems is reated by making random
produ tion rules. Evolution then pro eeds by iteratively sele ting a olle tion of individuals with high
tness for parents and using them to reate a new population of individual L-systems by applying mutation
or re ombination. Mutation reates a new individual
by opying the parent individual and making a small
hange to it. Changes that an o ur are: repla ing
one ommand with another; perturbing the parameter
to a ommand by adding/subtra ting a small value to
it; hanging the parameter equation to a produ tion;
adding/deleting a sequen e of ommands in a su essor; or hanging the ondition equation. Re ombination takes two individuals, p1 and p2, as parents and
reates one hild individual, , by making it a opy of
p1 and then inserting a small part of p2 into it. This is
done by repla ing one su essor of with a su essor
of p2, inserting a sub-sequen e of ommands from a
su essor in p2 into , or repla ing a sub-sequen e of
ommands in a su essor of with a sub-sequen e of
ommands from a su essor in p2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Results with Non-generative En oding
Initially we ran two sets of experiments to ompare
a generative en oding against a non-generative en oding. In these experiments we added the onstraint that
reatures ould not have a sequen e of more than 4
bars in a row that was not part of a y le as a representative limit to physi ally plausible reatures while
not providing any shaping bias1 . The evolutionary algorithm was on gured to run with a population of
1

In a true dynami s simulator a tual torques on joints

would be
torque

al ulated and then a

ould be used.

onstraint on the allowable

(a)

(b)
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Figure 5: Results with Generative En oding
100 individuals for 100 generations and morphologies
had an upper limit of 350 bars. The non-generative
en oding was allowed to use up to 10000 build ommands and the generative en oding used 2 parameters
and 15 produ tion rules, with 2 ondition-su essor
pairs for ea h produ tion rule, with ea h su essor having a maximum of 20 build ommands. 10 trials were
run with ea h en oding type, and the average of the
ttest individual found at ea h generation is plotted
in the graph in gure 3. Two individuals evolved using the non-generative en oding are shown in gure 4
and four individuals evolved using the L-system as a
generative en oding are shown in gure 5. In addition to produ ing faster reatures, the L-system enoding produ ed reatures with greater self-similarity
and had more parts { the average number of bars in
the ttest reatures was 16 using the non-generative
en oding and 120 with the L-system en oding.
Other evolutionary runs using the L-system en oding
were made with di erent tness fun tions and a higher
upper limit on the number of allowed bars. The individuals in gure 6 were evolved against a tness fun tion that rewarded for having losed loops in the morphology { a is a sequen e of rolling re tangles with 169
bars; b is an undulating serpent with 339 bars; is an
asymmetri rolling reature with 306 bars; and d is a
four-legged walking reature with 629 bars.

Figure 6: Other Os illator Creatures

Next we ran experiments ombining the neuralnetwork onstru tion language from se tion 2.2 with
morphology onstru tion language of se tion 2.1 to
evolve reatures with neural ontrollers. To en ourage
networks with omplex dynami s to evolve, individuals were rewarded for the average number of inputs to
hidden units and for the range in values of the output
units. The evolutionary algorithm was on gured to
run with a population of 100 individuals for a maximum of 500 generations. Experiments were run using
20 produ tion rules, 3 ondition-su essor pairs and 2
parameters for ea h produ tion rule for whi h approximately half the runs produ ed interesting reatures
Examples of evolved reatures are shown in gure 7:
a has 49 neurons and moves by
rst stret hing out its
arms, then twisting its body as it loses up to move
sideways; b has 41 neurons and moves by falling over
ea h time it wraps up into a ir le and unwraps; has
24 neurons and moves by using the two lower squares
as an arm to push it forward; d has 150 neurons and
moves by oiling up into a ir le to roll; and e has 19
neurons and moves by using its tail to roll it along like
a wheel. The network of the reature in gure 7.f is
shown in gure 8. In addition to being fairly regular,
its linear sequen e of outputs also orresponds to the
linear sequen e of joints in its morphology. It moves
by twisting itself to roll sideways.
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Figure 7: Neural Network Controlled Creatures

4 DISCUSSION
As the number of parts in a reature in rease, so does
the diÆ ulty in hand-designing a ontroller for it. This
system for evolving P0L-systems automati ally produ ed reatures, and their ontrollers, with hundreds
of parts and varying degrees of regularity.
We also used the results of one evolutionary run as
the starting population for another run, the reature
in gure 6.b is the result of one run seeded with a previously evolved reature. This method of using multiple
runs of evolution is one way to use EAs to optimize
and explore the design spa e of the input reature or
to reate reatures with similar lo omotion styles. Alternatively, a simple reature an be designed by hand
and the evolutionary system an improve upon it.
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Figure 8: Evolved Neural Network
For this work we used parametri L-systems as a way
to in rease omplexity over basi L-systems. Other
types of L-systems that ould have been used are probabilisti L-systems and ontext sensitive L-systems
[Prusinkiewi z & Lindenmayer, 1990℄. Probabilisti
produ tion rules do not have a ondition part, rather
they have multiple su essors, ea h with a probability that it will be used to repla e the prede essor.
While good for generating a variety of similar stru -

tures, this system is non-deterministi { whi h makes
it unsuitable for developing stru tures that need to be
re- reated the same ea h time. Another way in whi h
variation an be applied to an L-system is through the
addition of ontext. Context sensitive L-systems examine the hara ters to the left and right of the hara ter to be rewritten to determine whi h su essor to
repla e it with. While this lass of L-systems is deterministi , not having parameters results in the inability
to take advantage of parametri terminals, su h as the
os illators whose parameter spe i es the speed of osillation. Using parameters also has the advantage of
allowing one produ tion rule to be used to generate a
lass of obje ts. In this way parameters are analogous
to the arguments of a fun tion in a omputer program
and the evolution of an L-system be omes like the evolution of a omputer program, as in geneti programming [Koza, 1992℄.

5 CONCLUSION
An integrated en oding for generatively reating
both reature morphology and neural ontroller was
a hieved by using evolutionary te hniques to evolve
P0L-systems. Using this system, the morphologies
and ontrollers were evolved for lo omoting reatures. Creatures evolved using the generative en oding moved faster than reatures evolved using the nongenerative en oding. In omparison to related work,
these evolved reatures onsisted of an order of magnitude more parts and had a higher degree of regularity
than [Sims, 1994, Komosinski & Rotaru-Varga, 2000,
Lipson & Polla k, 2000℄.
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